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HISTORY OF ANDROID

➢ Android Inc.founded in Palo 
Alto,california,united states in October 
2003 by Andy Rubin[co-founder of danger 
],rich miner[co-founder of wildfire 
communication Inc.],nick sears[once VP at 
T mobile], and Chris white[headed design 
and interface development at web TV] to 
develop.



WHAT IS ANDROID?
➢ It is a open source software platform and 

operating system for mobile devices
➢ Based on the Linux kernel
➢ Developed by Google and later the Open Handset 

Alliance (OHA) 
➢ Allows writing managed code in the Java 

language
➢ Android has its own virtual machine i.e. DVM(Dalvik 

Virtual Machine), which is used for executing the 
android applicatn.

➢ Google purchased the initial developer of the 
software, android incorporated in 2005.



ANDROID VERSION
➢ Android 1.0 (Angel Cake)

The first version of the open source software was released back in 
2008
➢ Android 1.1 (Battenberg)

In Feb 2009, version 1.1
➢ Android 1.5 (Cupcake)

Launched in April 2009
➢ Android 1.6 (Donut)-released in sept 2009
➢ Android 2.0 2.1 (Éclair)-released in 26 October 2009
➢ Android 2.2 (Froyo)

released in the summer of 2010
➢ Android 2.3 (Gingerbread)

Gingerbread landed by the end of 2010
➢ Android 3.0 (Honeycomb)

For the first time Google released a software that was totally
focused on tablets. This version, released in 2011

➢ Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0) released 2012
➢ Android 4.1 (jelly bean4.1) released in 2013
➢ Android 5.0 = Key Lime pie



Security

❖ Android is a multi-process system, in which 
each application (and parts of the 
system) runs in its own process. Most 
security between applications and the 
system is enforced at the process level 
through standard Linux facilities, such as 
user and group IDs that are assigned to 
applications.



Contd..
➢ Android is designed having multi layer security which provides 

flexibility for this platform. When attackers attempt attack on 
device, android platform help to reduce the portability of the 
attack.

There are key components of android security which are described as                 
.   follows:
➢ Design review:-when a security model is designed then it will be 

reviewed by the developers so that risk level will be very less 
while using the model.

➢ Code review and penetrating testing:-the goal of this code review is 
that in which it will be checked that how the system will become 
strong?

➢ Open source and community review:-android uses open source 
technologies that have significant external review such as Linux 
kernel.

➢ Incident response:-android team enables the rapid mitigation of 
vulnerabilities to ensure that potential risks to all android users 
are minimized.



FEATURES OF ANDROID
➢ Background Wi-Fi location still runs even 

when Wi-Fi is turned off
➢ Developer logging and analyzing

enhancements
➢ It is optimized for mobile devices.
➢ It enables reuse and replacement of 

components.
➢ Java support,media support, multi touch, 

video calling, multi tasking, voice based 
features, screen capture, 
camera,bluetooth,gps,compass and 
accelerometer,3G



ADVANTAGES

➢ The ability for anyone to customize the Google Android 
platform

➢ It gives you better notification.
➢ It lets you choose your hardware.
➢ It has better app market(1,80,000 application)
➢ A more mature platform
➢ With the support of many applications, the user can 

change the screen display.
➢ With Google chrome you can open many window at once.
➢ Supports all Google services: Android operating system 

supports all of Google services ranging from Gmail to 
Google reader. all Google services can you have with one 
operating system, namely Android.



DIS-ADVANTAGES
➢ Android Market is less control of the manager, 

sometimes there are malware.
➢ Wasteful Batteries, This is because the OS is a 

lot of "process" in the background causing the 
battery quickly drains.

➢ Sometimes slow device company issued an official 
version of Android your own.

➢ Extremely inconsistence in design among apps.
➢ Very unstable and often hang or crash.



LIMITATIONS OF ANDROID
Development requirements in
➢ Java
➢ Android SDK
➢ Eclipse IDE (optional)
➢ Bluetooth limitations:

Android doesn't support:
Bluetooth stereo
Contacts exchange
Modem pairing
Wireless keyboards

➢ Firefox mobile isn't coming to android because of android limitations
Apps in Android Market need to be programmed with a custom form of        

.    Java
→ Mozilla and the Fennec won't have that

➢ There are no split or interval times available.
➢ Small memory size.
➢ Continuous Internet connection is required



CONCLUSION

We hope that the next versions of Android 
have overcome the actual limitations and 
that the future possibilities became a 
reality and may this software is also 
developed to use in PC's also.


